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Abstract—So far P300-speller design has put very little emphasis on the design of optimized flash patterns, a surprising fact
given the importance of the sequence of flashes on the selection
outcome. Previous work in this domain has consisted in studying
consecutive flashes, to prevent the same letter or its neighbors
from flashing consecutively. To this effect, the flashing letters form
more random groups than the original row-column sequences
for the P300 paradigm, but the groups remain fixed across
repetitions. This has several important consequences, among
which a lack of discrepancy between the scores of the different
letters. The new approach proposed in this paper accumulates
evidence for individual elements, and optimizes the sequences
by relaxing the constraint that letters should belong to fixed
groups across repetitions. The method is inspired by the theory
of Restricted Isometry Property matrices in Compressed Sensing,
and it can be applied to any display grid size, and for any target
flash frequency. This leads to P300 sequences which are shown
here to perform significantly better than the state of the art, in
simulations and online tests.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The P300 speller is an assistive device based on electroencephalography (EEG) signals which allows a user to select
letters from a visual display [1]. It is based on the well known
P300 wave which is elicited by the expectation of a stimulus.
In order to spell letters, groups of letters are flashed on-screen
and pattern recognition algorithms are used to detect whether
a P300 wave occurs, which indicates that the target letter was
part of the flashed group. Under this paradigm, multiple flashes
of the target letter are required in order to spell accurately.
Much current research on P300-speller design is dedicated
to the visual presentation of stimuli, with the aim to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio of the P300. Such studies have dealt
with randomizing inter-stimulus interval [2], studying the impact of the visual appearance of the display [3], and changing
background image during the flashing [4]. Reducing the occurrence of letters that flash consecutively, or whose close neighbors flash consecutively, was the motivation for Townsend et
al. to propose the checkerboard flashing paradigm [5].
Another important opportunity for improving the P300
throughput is to improve the discriminability between the
different letters. To this effect, Perrin and coworkers have
designed novel stimulation paradigms in which the group to
which a letter belongs varies at each series of flash repetitions
[6]. This requires the individualization of P300 occurrence
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statistics at the level of letters instead of groups, and has
the important side-benefit of allowing optimal stopping procedure when the system has reached a reliable decision [7].
The above-mentioned seminal work paves the way to further
improvements of the P300 sequence presentation. However,
one issue is that the size of the groups of letters flashed is
tied to the number of elements available for selection.
Taking the classical 6 by 6 display grid as an example, rowcolumn flashing results in groups of 6 letters and an average
target flash rate of 1/6. However, there are issues with rowcolumn flashing in the case of small display grids (target flash
rate may be too high), large display grids (target flash rate
may be too low) and non-square matrices where rows and
columns will have different sizes and may even have empty
elements. Large display matrices in particular are appealing
as they allow the user to select from a large set of characters
and symbols, which significantly boosts the bit-rate of the
speller and allows for faster and more diverse communication.
Large display grids have been investigated by [5], [8] and [9],
however the sequences employed for flashing the elements are
not optimised for faster search of the target letter.
In this paper, we present a method for generating the groups
of flashed letters that improves the speed and reliability of
the P300 speller. We optimize the letter presentation by using
matrices that satisfy a kind of Restricted Isometry Property
(RIP), guaranteeing minimal intersection between the groups
of letters to be flashed within a repetition. This article first
describes the theory of the P300 speller for letter selection
in section II, we then use simulations to compare different
approaches to flashing sequences in section III, and results
are validated with online tests on two subjects in section IV.
II. A N ELEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF THE P300
SPELLER

There are two automated stages to letter selection in the
P300 speller. The first is the detection of the P300, while
the second is the accumulation of evidence concerning all the
letters.
A. P300 detection
P300 detection is performed by analysing the EEG. After
some preprocessing, an epoch of EEG is represented as a
concatenation of time samples (locked to the stimulus) over
several channels. This representation defines a feature vector
x(t) for each stimulus presentation, i.e. every flash, indexed
in time by t. Typically, classification is performed by some
linear classifier which can be described by a weight vector ω.

The P300 detection problem is solved as follows:
ŷ(t) = ω ⊤ x(t)

(1)

Thus, for each flash t, we have an estimate ŷ(t) of y(t)
which indicates whether a P300 wave occurred or not. For
the purpose of this study, ŷ(t) shall be binarized, and given
the value 0 if no P300 was detected and 1 if a P300 was
detected.
B. Letter selection
In the second stage, the speller accumulates the evidence.
At each stimulation, only n elements are flashed, i.e. a subset
of the N elements in the display grid. For each flash, the
letters flashed are indexed by a(t), a binary vector of size N
containing n non-zero elements. Based on this, the letters can
be scored at each flash according to:
α(t) = α(t − 1) + a(t)⊤ ŷ(t) ,

(2)

where α(t) is a score vector of size N , which represents how
many times a P300 wave was detected when the letter was
flashed. All elements of α(t) are initialized to 0 at t = 0.
In a typical experiment, the number of flashes is set to T ,
and the element k̂ is selected that maximizes the accumulated
evidence:
k̂ = argmax(α(T ))
(3)
k

C. Early stopping
For the discrete α(t) used here, a simple early stopping
rule can be used: the accumulation process is stopped if the
most likely element has a score greater or equal than the
next most likely plus a constant bes . The term bes can be
modified to set the speed of letter selection. Generally, for
the interface described in this article, a value of 1 for bes
resulted in premature stopping with many errors, and a value
of 3 resulted in accurate but slow letter selection, as such bes
is given a value of 2 in all tests here.

randomisation from logical to physical matrix is changed after
each repetition of all the rows and columns.
The benefits of DRS sequences are important, and currently
represent the state of the art. However, as they are based
on the rows and columns of a “logical” matrix of the same
size as the display matrix, the target flash rate is tied to the
size of the display grid. This can be problematic when the
display matrix is small, overly large or simply non-square.
Thus, we propose a method similar to DRS, however rather
than employ a logical matrix, a template repetition is generated
which gives the experimenter more control over the properties
of the sequences.
The template is generated by an algorithm inspired by
the restricted isometry property (RIP) used in the field of
compressed sensing. Effectively, this means that sequences
will share as few elements as possible among each other
across a repetition. The algorithm which creates the template
repetition is based on calculating the size of contiguous groups
of elements which are flashed together. In Figure 1 a template
repetition is shown. The algorithm iteratively creates each sequence by first flashing contiguous groups of size ceil(N ∗f r)
where N is the number of elements (36 in the example) and
f r is the target flashrate (1/4 in this example). For the next
sequences, sets which have the lowest possible RIP constant
with respect to the previous sequences are generated. This is
done by creating multiple smaller contiguous groups of size
(ceil(ceil(N ∗ f r) ∗ f r). Thus, after each 1/f r sequences, a
new set is created based on smaller contiguous groups, until
all elements have a unique encoding in time.

D. Optimising the sequences
The standard method of flashing the elements on-screen is
to flash individual rows and columns alternatively. The target
letter is then found by determining which row and which
column are associated with the most P300 detections. Thus, a
key aspect of the methodology in row-column flashing is the
reliance on sets which only share a single element between
them, i.e. any row intersects any column at only one element,
and no elements are repeated among different rows.
There are issues with row-column, namely the number of
double flashes and adjacent distractors which it produces.
A simple solution which minimises adjacent distractors was
proposed by Cecotti and Rivet [10], in which the rows and
columns of a ”logical” matrix are randomised and appear on a
“physical” matrix. This results in groups which appear random
on screen, but retain the properties of rows and columns.
This idea was further developed by Perrin et al [7], to create
dynamic random stimulation (DRS) sequences in which the

Fig. 1. Element level representation of flashed elements, red indicates flashed
elements. A 1 in 4 template for a 36 element grid is used as an example here.
Note that one repetition requires 12 sequences, and there are no double flashes
present in this template.

Henceforth, the described method for generating sequences
is referred to as RIPRAND, as it is based on randomising
RIP-based templates. Note that RIPRAND is equivalent to
DRS if the group size is set to the square root of the
number of elements in the display grid. In this article, we will
compare these sequences to the basic row-column sequences,
to randomly generated sequences (RAND) and to sequences
generated via a RIP template, but utilising a fixed permutation
over all repetitions, which will be referred to as RIP.

III. S IMULATION RESULTS
The aim of this study is to investigate the impact of using
different flashing sequences. From equation 2 it can be seen
that the scores accumulate at each flash based on the vector
a(t) and the classifier output ŷ(t). As such, different sequence
matrices A containing the a(t) over all flashes can be used
with a simulated classifier output.
The simulated classifier output is as such:
if ak̊ (t) = 1 then P (ŷ(t) = 1) = .6 ,
if ak̊ (t) = 0 then P (ŷ(t) = 0) = .9 .
Where k̊ is the index of the target element. These detection
rates were obtained based on the results of single trial classification of the P300 waves on data from 21 healthy subjects.
The classification pipeline consisted of the XDAWN spatial
filter [11] and a linear classifier. The simulated classifier can
thus be considered as an average-performing P300 detection
algorithm applied to an average subject, which is reflected by
the relatively low true positive detection rate of 0.6.
The simulated results are thus achieved by simulating the
decisions of a classifier while using different flashing sequences. A graphical example of the simulation can be seen in
Figure 2. All the results in this section are reported on 1000
simulated letters per experiment. One aspect of the speller
which is not reflected in the simulation is the modulation of
the P300 based on different flashing procedures, i.e. in realistic
conditions, yt will be affected by the change in frequency of
the target, by adjacent distractors and by double flashes.

accuracy for any given number of flashes. In this example,
RIPRAND is equivalent to DRS.

Fig. 3.

In Figure 4 a similar plot is shown, but for a 64 element
grid. In this case, the full benefits of RIPRAND can be seen.
A 64 element grid represents an 8x8 display, as such standard
row-column flashing will result in a target flashrate of 1/8, as
will any sequence based on randomised row-column such as
the state of the art DRS, emulated here by RIPRAND 1/8. In
this example, it can be seen that RIPRAND 1/6 improves over
the current state of the art DRS (equivalent to RIPRAND 1/8
results).

Fig. 4.
Fig. 2. An example of accumulation based on 36 elements over 60 flashes,
with element 1 as target. Each row of A represents the elements flashed in
red, note that 6 elements are flashed at a time. The simulated classifier output
is labelled as y, based on the rule given in Section III. The scores of the
elements after 60 flashes are given by Alpha, note that the target (element 1)
obtains a higher score than other elements after 60 flashes.

A. Performance as a function of flashes
The performance of the P300 speller can be given as the
letter accuracy (percentage of target letters correctly identified)
as a function of the number of flashes. In Figure 3, different
types of sequences are contrasted based on a 36 element
display grid. Note that row-column and RIP-based flashing
have similar performance, whereas random groups and in
particular RIPRAND-based flashing lead to improvements in

Simulation results for a 36 element display grid.

Simulation results for a 64 element display grid.

B. Performance with early stopping
The most relevant result is the performance of the algorithm
when combined with early stopping. These results can be
found in Table I, where the performance benefits of RIPRAND
are even clearer. Indeed, RIPRAND 1/6 is particularly effective
both for a 6x6 display and an 8x8 display. Note that RIPRAND
sequences result in a simpler early stopping rule as compared
to the RAND sequences in which elements are flashed unevenly. This leads to a greater improvement in performance
than expected from Figures 3 and 4.
IV. O NLINE RESULTS
The methods proposed in this article were tested online in
a proof of concept experiment with 2 subjects. Both subjects

TABLE I
L ETTER ACCURACY AND NUMBER OF FLASHES REQUIRED WITH EARLY
STOPPING . T HE FIRST 4 ENTRIES ARE FOR A 6 X 6 DISPLAY GRID , WHILE
THE FINAL 5 ARE FOR AN 8 X 8 DISPLAY GRID . T HE STANDARD DEVIATION
OF THE FLASHES IS GIVEN IN PARENTHESES .

Type
6x6 RIPRAND 1/6
6x6 RAND 1/6
6x6 RIP 1/6
6x6 Row-column

Accuracy
96.9%
89.5%
89.7
90.8%

Flashes
69 (20)
78 (13)
87 (14)
90 (12)

8x8 RIPRAND 1/8
8x8 RIPRAND 1/6
8x8 RIP 1/6
8x8 RAND 1/6
8x8 Row-column

89%
95.5%
85.2
89.2
80.6

84 (16)
77 (18)
94 (6)
83 (11.7)
95 (4)

had previous experience with the P300 speller. A set of 13
electrodes was used (Fz, C3, Cz, C4, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, POz,
O1, Oz and O2). The EEG was filtered with a 4th order Butterworth bandpass filter between 1 and 15Hz and downsampled
from 256 to 64Hz. Following each flash, an epoch of 0.6s of
EEG was used for classification. The XDAWN spatial filter
was used to reduce the number of channels from 13 down
to 3 channels. Classification was performed based on a linear
discriminant analysis classifier (LDA). The flash duration was
116ms and the inter-flash duration was 66ms.
Subject 1 performed experiments based on a standard 6x6
grid, while subject 2 performed additional tests with 7x7
display grid. Table II shows the results in terms of letters
correctly spelled and average number of flashes required per
letter. While the scope of these tests was limited, it is clear
that RIPRAND-based sequences outperform row-column due
to the very high letter accuracy and reduced number of
flashes. Note that 1/4 and 1/5 flashrates lead to significantly
worse results for subject 1 as these lead to overly frequent
target flashes. Thus, RIPRAND is expected to lead to better
performance than state of the art methods in large display grids
(see subject 2 results for 7x7 grids) and for good performing
subjects (see subject 1 results).
V. C ONCLUSION
We present a novel method of generating flashes and a
novel accumulation-based decision making scheme for the
P300 speller which allows the experimenter to set any desired
target flash rate for a display grid of any size. Simulation
results showed that RIPRAND improves upon the classical
row-column method in all circumstances and is particularly
useful when used with large display grids. Online tests are
used to showcase the increase in spelling speed which can be
achieved by RIPRAND sequences. However, further validation
is required to determine the benefits of RIPRAND for larger
display grids and with more sophisticated P300 detection and
accumulation.

TABLE II
O NLINE EXPERIMENT, RESULTS ARE GIVEN FOR THE COPY TASKS OF 2
SUBJECTS . ACCURACY REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF CORRECTLY
SPELLED LETTERS OVER THE NUMBER OF TOTAL LETTERS SPELLED , AND
F LASHES GIVES THE MEAN NUMBER OF FLASHES REQUIRED PER LETTER .

Task

Display

Copy
Copy
Copy

RIPRAND 1/6
RIPRAND 1/5
Row col. 1/6

Copy
Copy
Copy
Copy
Copy
Copy

RIPRAND 1/6
RIPRAND 1/5
RIPRAND 1/4
Row col. 1/6
RIPRAND 1/6
Row col. 1/7

Grid size
Subject 1
6x6
6x6
6x6
Subject 2
6x6
6x6
6x6
6x6
7x7
7x7

Accuracy

Flashes

33/34
10/10
8/10

48.6
33.9
68.2

18/20
6/10
12/20
8/10
9/10
4/5

60.9
70.6
53.4
79.9
68.8
89.6
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